pendulum & crystal healing
introductory workshop

description

This 2 day workshop is designed to provide an
understanding of the
 universal way of all energy
 mapping of the human energy field
 healing power of crystals & pendulums
 ways to balance the human energy field
using crystals& pendulums.
One of the great benefits of healing through
pendulum dowsing & crystals is that it is as much
a method of self-healing, as it is a client-therapist
method of healing.

human energy field

The human energy field is the blueprint of human
life. It is the intelligence behind our growth and
the impetus of our evolution. It is living, breathing
circuitry. It is symmetrical and highly ordered and
there to support us in all we do. When it becomes
disrupted, we lack this support and life can feel
difficult, organs can dysfunction and structure deform. The more we understand the energy field,
the more we know where to place our crystals
and how to hold them. This is what this workshop
is all about.

healing power of crystals & pendulums

Crystal healing works with the innate properties
and consciousness of crystals to restore balance
and symmetry to the natural flow of energy in and
round the human body. Unlike plants and
flowers, when plucked from their source, crystals
remain living entities unto themselves. Crystals
speak the language of creation. Their innate
geometric perfection resonates with the energetic
and sacred geometry which underpins and
makes creation possible. Crystals are stabilized
or crystallized expressions of the living

intelligence of life itself. When the human energy
field becomes unstable or disrupted, crystals can
assist in restoring its natural order. They do this
through the power of resonance. Crystals can
help to trigger the self-healing process. It is
literally mind blowing to feel the living presence
of a crystal resonating in your consciousness.
Whereas crystals are stationary, pendulums
move & their power is the power of spin. Within
minutes & with clear direction, a pendulum can
correct the spin of energy not only energy that is
fragmented but energy that is in reverse! This is
energy medicine at its best – simple, quick &
direct.

ways to release trauma & balance
energy covered in this workshop







holding single and double terminated
crystals to balance the body’s polarity
chakra layouts & grid formations to establish
a healing environment
crystal correspondences for chakra
alignment & soul purpose
pendulum dowsing to clear energy blocks
absent healing & space clearing
healing animals

This workshop will assist you to choose the right
crystals for you and provide you with simple ways
to cleanse and care for your crystals. A few
myths will be debunked and the power of pure
intention revealed. It will open doors and delight!

workshop logistics

Duration: 2 day workshop
Hours: 9:30am – 5:30pm
Investment: $225
Where: Bellingen or otherwise arranged
Enquiries: julie@sacredwebs.com
02 66559759

“Peace does not belong to any nation, any society, or any religion.
It belongs to people like you & me.
Where will peace manifest?
It will manifest in the cathedral of the heart”
Prem Rawat, Words of Peace

